
Subject: Re: Finally
From: Tara Devine <tara@devine-strategies.com>
Date: 09/26/2017 10:56 AM
To: John Walker <john@thescbd.com>

John, my apologies for the delay.

I am having a fairly simple surgery today (that I didn't expect until about a week
ago) and should be home tomorrow with a fairly easy recovery.

Last Friday through today has been a whirlwind of insurance, pre-op tests, family
stuff, my fiance returning from our of town, etc. so I haven't been able to respond
to any work issues for the past few days unless they were absolutely urgent.

I expect to begin catching up on work by the weekend.  I appreciate any patience
you can extend in the interim.

I have been advised to restrict my drives to >30 minutes for the 6 weeks
following surgery, so if we could schedule a time to discuss by phone when you
return, that would be easier than a drop-by.

Safe travels!

On Sep 21, 2017 1:47 PM, "John Walker" <john@thescbd.com> wrote:
Hi Tara - 

I have (finally) heard back from someone, Estella -  and she was very detailed
in her comments.  

Yesterday, I also did some outreach on my own to some friends at City Hall and
was happy to have gotten their feedback as well.  I have been involved with
our City for nearly 12 years - - and I have been impressed with you ever since
we first spoke.  I can tell you are OCD and so am I.

With that being said, here is where I am and before going forward,  want to be
clear.  As you already know, we are a small BID with not much of a budget.  We
will not be expanding - we will have been in existence for 15 years when this
renewal begins so we are established and have a proven track record.

Since you already have our financials and know that we provide all of the
services that most bids do, there is a cap that I would be comfortable (I believe
we could do $30,000, all in).   As far as contingencies - and perhaps there is a
reason, you are the only consultant who has included those costs so may I ask
why?  I’m really new to this arena and just want to understand.  I have made
clear with the other’s offering proposals that it is a bottom-line that I need to
present.  I would reiterate that we are not large - our clients are happy and I do
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not see push-back and, I have been told that as soon as we reach our 50+1,
we should move forward - is that correct?  

I will be leaving town Friday and not returning until Monday, October 2.  If you
are available, perhaps you could stop by and we can talk in person and maybe
come to some sort of closure?

I look forward to hearing back.

Regards,

John Walker

Executive Director

Studio City Business District

4024 Radford Ave, Edit 2, Suite 8

Studio City, Ca 91604

Ofc: 818.655.5377

Fax: 818.655.8327

John@thescbd.com
www.thescbd.com
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